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states of New York, California, Pennsylvania, Illinois and
Ohio.*
A Martian observer might have concluded that social wel-
fare was the new American religion. With eyes upon the
mounting ascendency of the social—or socialistic—gospel
over formal theology, Paul Hutchinson, managing editor of
the Christian Century, in 1937 cried emotionally, "It is
either on to Moscow, or back to sin!" This development was
less the cutting of a new channel than the deepening of an
established one. An exhaustive study of the church and
society, carried on from 1920 to 1934 by the Institute of
Social and Religious Research, repeatedly stressed the trend
of Protestantism toward social interpretations of the faith
and the ministry of human welfare. Similarly, American
Catholics put forth new efforts in response to the principles
of social justice expounded by Pope Pius XI in his encyclical
"Quadrigesimo Anno" (1931), while the Central Confer-
ence of American Rabbis in the next year drafted its **Pro-
gram of Social Justice" and the Federal Council of Churches
reaffirmed its stand on collective bargaining and social
security.
Clerics seeking a message for the age were apt to take their
cue from John A. Ryan, John Haynes Holmes, Ernest R
Tittle, Ralph W* Sockman or Harry Emerson Fosdick. A
poll of nearly twenty thousand ministers in 1934 disclosed
that nearly three out of five favored a "drastically reformed
capitalism" and almost a third socialism. Social and economic,
themes waxed in popularity as sermon topics, and prayer
meetings often turned into discussion groups for canvassing
"problems in human relationships."
In early depression days the churches turned actively to
feeding and clothing the poor, but as public agencies shoul-
dered the burden, they tended to slacken their efforts. As a
* By contrast, the number of nurses gained by little more than a fifth, while
teachers lost one per cent and the ranks of clergymen shrank hy ten per cent*
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